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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we present results on minimum boolean and nonnegative integer 
rank of k-regular (O,l)-matrices. Results on these semiring ranks give equivalent 
results on minimum biclique covering numbers and partition numbers for k-regular 
bipartite graphs and digraphs. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we extend results of Brualdi, Manber, and Ross [2] and 
Pullman and Stanford [9] on the real rank of k-regular (0, 1) matrices to 
Boolean and nonnegative integer rank. Results on these semiring ranks give 
equivalent results on minimum biclique covering numbers and partition 
numbers for k-regular bipartite graphs (bigraphs) and digraphs. This extends 
work in this area by several authors, including Barefoot et al. [l]; de Caen, 
Gregory, and Pullman [3]; Gregory et al. [4]; Jones, Lundgren, and Maybee 
[7]; and Pritikin [B]. 
Let X be an n X n matrix over a semiring R. The semiring rank of X, 
r,(X), is the least k for which there exist IZ x k and k x n matrices F and 
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G over R providing the factorization X = FG. [If X = 0, we put r,(X) = 0.1 
We will be interested in the Boolean rank, r,(X), where B = {O,l} satisfies 
the ordinary addition and multiplication tables except that I+ 1 = 1; the 
nonnegative integer rank, r,+(X), where Z + is the semiring of nonnegative 
integers; and the ordinary real rank, r(X). It is easy to see that for X a (O,l> 
matrix, r,(X) < r,+(X) and r(X) < r,+(X). No such relationship exists 
between r,(X) and r(X). 
Let M(n, k) be the set of n X n (0,l) matrices with constant row and 
column sum k (k-regular matrices). Next we set 
r,+(n,k) = min{rz+(A):A E M(n,k)}, 
rg(n,k)=min{r,(A):AEM(n,k)}, 
and 
r(n,k)=min{r(A):AEM(n,k)}. 
Brualdi, Manber, and Ross [2] determined r(n, k) for certain specific 
values of k as well as some general results. Gregory et al. [4] extended the 
results for specific values of k to Boolean rank and nonnegative integer rank. 
Here we extend the general results to r,(n, k) and rz+(n, k) as well as 
finding several new bounds, some of which are similar to bounds found in 
the real case by Pullman and Stanford [9]. 
Before proceeding to the minimum rank problem, we will establish the 
relationship to minimum cover and partitions of bigraphs and digraphs. Our 
digraphs will have no loops or multiple arcs. A biclique of a bigraph is a 
complete bipartite subgraph. A directed biclique is a biclique with vertex 
partition (X, Y > whose edges have been oriented from X to Y. The biclique 
covering (respectively, partition) number be(B) [respectively, bp(B)] of a 
bigraph B is the smallest number of bicliques which cover (respectively, 
partition) the edges of B. Similarly, we let b”, (0) [respectively, b; CD)] be 
the minimum number of directed bicliques which cover (respectively, parti- 
tion) the arcs of the digraph D. 
To see the relationship between the covering problem for digraphs and 
the covering problem for bigraphs, let A(D) be the adjacency matrix for a 
digraph D on n vertices. A(D) is a (0,l) matrix with zeros on the diagonal. 
The directed bicliques of D are in one-to-one correspondence to those 
submatrices of A(D) with all entries equal to one and for which the sets of 
row indices and column indices are disjoint. Furthermore, if B is the 
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bipartite graph on 2n vertices determined by A(D), then Z (0) = be(B) 
and b; (0) = bp(B). 
Now let D(n, k) be the set of k-regular digraphs on n vertices and 
B(n, k) be the set of k-regular bigraphs on 2n vertices. Then, as we did for 
ranks, we set 
h;tc(n,k)=min( b;fc(D):DED(n,k)), 
g(n,k)=min( g(D):DED(n,k)), 
bc(n,k)=min{bc(B):BEB(n,k)), 
bp(n,k) = min(bp(B):BE B(n,k)}. 
Since each digraph D E D(n, k) determines a bigraph B E B(n, k), it is 
+ + 
clear that bc(n, k) < bc (n, k) and bp(n, k) < bp (n, k). However, there are 
bigraphs B having an adjacency matrix with ones on the diagonal, so equality 
is not obvious. Gregory et al. [4] established the following equalities: 
PROPOSITION 1. For all positive integers n and k, k < n, 
r,+(n,k)=bp(n,k)= b;(n,k) 
and 
r,(n,k)=bc(n,k)= z(n,k). 
In this paper, we will state all of our results in terms of minimum matrix 
rank. By Proposition 1, analogous results exist for bigraphs and digraphs. 
Graph-theoretic and matrix-theoretic methods are used together in many of 
the proofs. Our first theorem agrees with Theorem 3.3 of Brualdi, Manber, 
and Ross [2] on real rank. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose A is a k-regular n X n matrix, k > 0. Then r,(A) 2 
[n/k], with strict inequality when k does not divide n. 
Proof. Let B be the bigraph determined by A. Since B is k-regular, a 
covering of B covers nk edges and a biclique of B has at most k2 edges. 
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covering of B has at least Ink / k”] = [n/k 1 bicliques, and 
r,(A)>in/kl. 
Assume now that k does not divide n. Let C,,C,, . . ,C,” be a biclique 
covering of B. Without loss of generality we may assume that each Ci is a 
maximal biclique and that among the Ci’s, C, has the largest number of 
edges. Further, we assume that C, corresponds to a block of ones, T, in the 
upper left comer of A. Since B is k-regular, it suffices to show that 
C,,C,,..., C,, cover at most (m - 1)k” edges. For then (m - Ok” > nk and 
m - 1 2 In /k 1, which completes the proof. We consider three cases deter- 
mined by the dimensions of T. 
Case 1: T is (k - a)X(k - p) where (Y,P > 1. By maximality of T, at 
least two bicliques are needed to cover the ones to the right of T and below 
T. These two bicliques cover at most ((Y + P)k ones not covered by T. T and 
the remaining m -3 bichques each cover at most (k - crKk - f?) ones, so 
that C,,C,,.. ., C,,, cover at most (m -ZXk - a!Xk - P)+(a + P)k ones. 
Suppose that (Y, p < k /2. Then 
(m-2)(k-cr)(k-p)+(a!+p)k<(m-2)k2+k2<(m-1)k” 
Suppose that (Y > k /2 and p < k /2 or that CY =G k /2 and p > k /2; then 
Finally, suppose that (Y, p > k /2. Then 
(k - p) G mk2/4 G (m - Ok2 ones. 
< (m - 1)k”. 
C,, , C, cover at most m(k - a> 
Case 2: T is (k - (Y) X k or k X (k - ar) where cy > 1. Since the two 
possibilities are symmetric, we may assume T is (k - cy)X k. Since C, is 
maximal, at least two more bicliques are needed to cover the ones below T. 
Each of these bicliques covers at most cuk ones not covered by T. If 
(Y Q k/2, then C, ,..., C, cover at most (m -2Xk - a)k +2ak <(m -2)k* 
+ k2 = (m - l)k2 ones. If cz 2 k /2, then C,, C,, . . . , C, cover at most 
mk(k - Q) < mk*/2 <(m - 1)k2 ones. 
Case 3: T is k x k. We may assume that C,,C,, . . . , C, are the k x k 
bicliques of the covering where 1 Q t < m. Since k does not divide n, 
C Ct+2,..., t+1> C,,, cover a k-regular bigraph B, with n - tk vertices. Since k 
does not divide n, we may apply case 1 or 2 to B,. Hence C,, i, . . , C, cover 
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at most (m - t - 1)k2 edges of B. Furthermore, C,,C,, . . ., C, cover at most 
(m - t - 1)/c2 + tk2 = (m - l)k2 edges of B. n 
For all k > 1 and 9 > 1, rB(9k, k) = r,+(qk, k) = 9 by Lemma 3.1 of 
Gregory et al. [4]. Using this and Theorem 1, we get the following improve- 
ment of Corollary 1 of Gregory et al. [4]. 
COROLLARY 2. For 1~ k < n, the following holds: 
(a) rZ+(n, k)> [n/k1 with equality if and only zyk divides n. 
(b) rB(n,k>>[n/kl with equality if and only if k divides n. 
The next result shows that Theorem 1 is best possible for k even. This 
agrees with Theorem 3.10 of Brualdi et al. [2] for real rank. 
THEOREM 3. Let k be an even positive integer. Then 
for every positive integer 9. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, r,(n, k) > [n/k] if k does not divide n; so 
rg(9k + k /2, k) 2 9 +2. We obtain equality by constructing an A E 
M(9k + k/2, k) with r,+(A) = 9 +2. Let 
where Ji is an i x i submatrix of l’s and Oj is a j X j submatrix of 0’s. Then 
r,+(A,) = 3. So, for 9 = 1, we have rZ+(k + k/2, k) < 3 = 9 +2. For 9 > 1, 
let A be the direct sum of 9 - 1 copies if Jk and one copy of A,. Then 
and r,+(A)=q-1+3=9+2. 
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The problem of finding formulas for these numbers appears to be quite 
difficult. For real rank, the problem has been solved for all n when k = 1, 2, 
3, n - 1, n -2, and n -3 by Brualdi et al. [2]. For the biclique and semiring 
rank cases, the problem has been solved for k = 1, 2, 3, n - 1, n - 2, and 
n -3 in several papers (Gregory et al. [4]), Barefoot et al. [l], Pritikin [8], and 
de Caen et al. [3]). Most of the proofs have involved tedious case arguments 
that do not generalize. Here a series of results is provided that we believe 
give good upper bounds for solving the problem for general n and k. 
First we give an upper bound that can be used for all n and k. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that n = qk + r with 1~ r < k. Then the following 
holds : 
(a) rz+(n, k) < q - 1+ r,+(k + r, k). 
(b) r,(n, k) < q - 1+ r,(k + r, k). 
Proof. Let A, be a (k + r)X(k + r) k-regular matrix, and let A be the 
direct sum of q - 1 copies of Jk and A,. Then A is an n X n k-regular matrix 
satisfying r,+(A) = q - 1+ r,+(A,) and r,(A) = q - 1+ r,(A,). The results 
follow. n 
The theorem shows that to obtain good upper bounds, it is sufficient to 
consider r ,+(k + r, k). We believe that equality holds in Theorem 4 for 
many n and k, and that when the inequality is strict, it is still a good bound. 
Examples are given by Gregory et al. [4] and Hefner [6] where the bound is 
strict. 
THEOREM 5. For nonnegative integers m, n, and s, 
(a) rZ+(ns, m-s) < rz+(n, m), 
(b> r&s, m.s> < rs(n, m). 
Proof. Let A be a n X n m-regular (0,l) matrix satisfying r,+(A) = 
rz+(n, m). Let A^ be the matrix obtained from A by replacing each 1 in A 
with J,, an s x s block of l’s, and each 0 in A with O,, an s X s block of 0’s. 
We have that A is a ns X ns matrix that is ms-regular. Furthermore, it is 
clear that r,+(A) < r,+(A), so that rz+(ns,ms) < rz+(n, m). A similar argu- 
ment works for (b). n 
We conjecture that equality holds in Theorem 5. For example, we get 
r,+(2O, 12) < r,+(5,3) and r,+(5,3) = 4 by Theorem 2 of Gregory et al. 141. 
On the other hand, rz+(20,12> > 3 by Theorem 1. So r,+(20,12) = 3 or 4. By 
a refinement of the proof of Theorem 1, one can show that t-,(20,12) > 4. 
Thus, r,+(20,12) = 4. 
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COROLLARY 6. If k = 0 (mod r), then r,(k + r, k) < r,+(k + r, k) Q 
(k + r)/r. 
proof. Since k E 0 (mod r-1, th en k = mr. Hence, by Theorem 5, we 
have 
k+r 
r,+(k+r,k)<r,+(m+~,m)=m+1=-. 
r 
THEOREM 7. Suppose that 1~ r < k and k mod r # 0. Then the following 
holds: 
(a) r,(k +r,k)~lk/rl+ rJr +(kmodr),kmodr). 
(b) r,+(k + r, k) < lk /t-l+ rz+(r +(k mod r), k mod r)+ 1. 
Proof. Let Aj. j denote an i X i j-regular (0,l) matrix. Construct a 
matrix A having 1 k /r] copies of 0, on the diagonal, Ar+(k mod rj,k mod r in the 
lower right comer, and l’s everywhere else: 
Then A is a (k+r)X(k+r) k- re u ar matrix. Let B be the bigraph g 1 
corresponding to A, and B, the subgraph corresponding to A,+~kmodr~,kmodr 
= A,. Choose A, such that r,(A,) = rB(r +_(k mod r), k mod t-1. Then 
bc( B,) = r,(A,), and the bicliques in a minimal cover can be extended to 
cover the l’s to the left of A,. Furthermore, the remaining l’s in A can be 
covered with 1 k /r ] bicliques, so 
rn(A)=bc(B)<rn(r+(kmodr),kmodr)+ E 
I I 
To prove (b), choose A, so that r,+(A,) = rz+(r +(k mod r>, k mod r). 
Then b&B,? = r,+(A i) and the remaining l’s in A can be partitioned with 
[k/r]+ 1 bicliques. It follows that 
rZ+(A) =bp(B) <rZ+ (r+(kmodr),kmodr)+ n 
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In comparing these results with those obtained by Pullman and Stanford 
[9] for real rank, we see that Corollary 6 gives the same results for Boolean 
and nonnegative integers as Corollary 2 of [9] gives for real rank. The next 
corollary produces results for semiring ranks identical to those for real rank 
obtained in Examples Al-A3 of [9]. 
COROLLARY 8. Suppose l<r<k. 
(a) Ifk=l(mod r),thenrB(k+r,k)<rz+(k+r,k)~lk/rI+l+r. 
(b) Ifk=2 (mod r) and r is even, then r,(k + r, k) < r,+(k + r, k) < 
lk/rJ+l+r/2. 
(c) If k = 2 (mod r) and r is odd, then r,(k + r, k) < r,+G + r, k) < 
lk/r]+l+(r +3)/2. 
Proof. In each case, the proof takes advantage of the actual structure of 
A r+(kmodrj,kmodr to improve the bound on rz+ by 1. For each case, let A be 
the matrix given in the proof of Theorem 7 and Ai,j be the matrix in the 
lower right corner. 
For (a>, we choose A,, i,i to be the (r + 1) x (r + 1) identity matrix. It 
follows that rZ+(r + k, k) < lk /rl+ r + 1. 
For (b), we choose A,+s s to be the direct sum of (r +2>/2 Js’s. It 
follows that rZ+(r+k,k)glk’/rl+(r+2)/2. 
For (c), we choose A,,,, to be the direct sum of (r - 1)/2 Js’s and A,, 
where 
It follows that 
n 
We should point out that the matrix A in the proof of Theorem 7 is not 
necessarily the same as the matrix A in Brualdi et al. [2]. In some instances, 
one can exploit the structure of Ar+Ck mod Tjr k mod r to get a better bound for 
r(n, k) than that given by Theorem 4 of Pullman and Stanford [9] or Theorem 
7 above. 
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For example, consider r(24,19). By Theorem 4 of [9], t-(24,19) < 9, and 
by Theorem 7, 
r-(24,19) < r-,+(24,19) < 3+ 1+ r,+(9,4) = 9. 
However, 
05 
A= 
05 
1’S 
where 
[ 
0 
A Y,4 = XT 
J 3,4 
l’s 
05 1 ’ 
A Y,4 
I 4,3 0 12.2 0 x 1 0 
TABLE 1 
UPPER BOUNDS FOR r,(n, k) AND rz+(n, k) 
WHEN k = 20, n = 21,. ,40 
n rB rZ+ 
21 7” 21” 
22 6” 11” 
23 10 10 
24 4 6 
25 4 5 
26 7 7 
27 8 10 
28 5 5 
29 9 9 
30 3” 3” 
31 8 9 
32 5 5 
33 10 10 
34 7 7 
35 5 5 
36 5 5 
37 10 10 
38 11 11 
39 21 21 
40 2” 2” 
“Actual value. 
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and 
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XT’1 10 0 
[ I 0 0 11’ 
Then r,+(A) = 8, so r(24,19) < 8. 
In Table 1 we illustrate how the previous theorems can be used to obtain 
bounds for rg and rz+. In some instances we have used the structure of 
A r+(knlodrj,kmodr to improve on the bounds for rz+. 
The authors thank the referee for several helpful suggestions. 
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